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Prime Minister Indira Gandhi of India at the National Press Club, Washington, D.C. (Warren K. Leffler for, U.S. Library of Congress)
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It was the summer of 2019 when India’s right-wing Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
achieved a landslide victory, astonishing supporters and opponents alike.
Despite the fact that Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s opponent, Rahul Gandhi,
had promised to implement a guaranteed minimum income for the poorest
20% of Indians — a piece of legislation that, if enacted, would be one of the
most ambitious anti-poverty programs every achieved — his party’s coalition
gained only about 17% of seats. Rahul Gandhi not only failed to become prime
minister, but even failed to win his own seat in parliament, one that his
Congress Party had controlled for almost 53 years. It was not just a loss — it was
a humiliation, a firm rejection of India’s party of Independence, one that had
steered the country for almost its entire history. 

The Western press was quick to paint the BJP victory as the triumph of
Hindutva ideology. But was it? Did the victory point to the popularity of the
current government, or the disgust with the previous one? Over the decades,
Congress had transformed its image from the party of freedom fighters and
Mahatma Gandhi into the party of corruption, shameless minority vote-
banking, and nepotistic incompetence. After Independence, it had introduced
the word “secularism” to a new nation, but by 2019, secularism, like Congress,
had become a dirty word. Mumbai, the very city that had birthed the party,
now called its largest low-end brothel The Congress House. The joke was a
bitter one: both in the Congress Party and in the Congress House, everyone was
up for sale. But only one would leave you feeling satisfied.  

This is the story of how the party of Gandhi turned into the Gandhi dynasty. 
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Gandhi and Nehru, during a meeting of the All India Congress, 1946 (Wikimedia).

Part I: Origins

“There was a nervous, unformed quality about him, as if he were a student
who’d done the coursework and was eager to impress the teacher but deep
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down lacked either the aptitude or the passion to master the subject.” -Barack
Obama on Rahul Gandhi in A Promised Land

Rahul Gandhi bears no relation to the Mahatma, neither in family nor in
character. In an odd coincidence, a family with the exact same surname
controlled the party where Gandhi originally rose to fame. Rahul is the great
grandson of Jawaharlal Nehru, India’s first prime minister, and great-great
grandson of one of Congress’ former presidents. The name “Gandhi” comes
from Nehru’s daughter, who married a man with the same last name. The
Gandhi-Nehru clan, therefore, has been leading the party for most of its
history. 

A bird-loving colonialist named Allan Octavian Hume founded the Congress
Party in 1885; he thought the natives should take up a bit of the ‘white man’s
burden’ for themselves. 

“The Congress Party was a party of consensus and compromise,” said Pavithra
Suryanarayan, an expert in Indian political science at Johns Hopkins
University. “One of the defining features of the Nehru era was comfort with
keeping highly factionalized personalities within the Congress fold.”

From the start, Congress was an umbrella organization, home to everyone from
Hindu nationalists to communist revolutionaries. Jawaharlal Nehru was a firm
secularist, and shared many of the anti-communalist, caste-critical beliefs of
his mentor, Mahatma Gandhi. From 1947 to 1964, Nehru steered the country on
a path of socialist secularism, making crucial compromises to orthodox Hindus
and Muslims alike to ensure that democracy would survive. But Muslim
orthodox Muslim leaders, unlike Hindu conservative Hinduss, had a powerful
bargaining tool: Pakistan. If the government encroached on their authority,
Muslim leaders could just leave. 

“They were demanding some degree of cultural and legal autonomy for
Muslims,” said Gareth Nellis, a a specialist of modern Indian politics at the
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University of California San Diego. “Orthodox Muslim leaders pledged their

loyalty and followers, and therefore a large chunk of Muslims remained in
India, and wouldn’t go to Pakistan.”

Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru signing the first Indian constitution (Wikimedia).

Nehru was desperate to prove that India would not be a “Hindu Pakistan,” and
so he gave crucial concessions.  Article 44 of the Constitution calls for a
uniform civil code to govern the country, but it was never fully implemented.
Instead, the Congress chose to reform the old British “personal codes,” ones that
held different laws for each community. Afraid to stir up communal tensions,
Nehru decided to bring Hindu, Jain, Sikh, and Buddhist conservatives kicking
and screaming into his secular society: by 1956, most non-Muslims were subject
to a new personal law code, one that outlawed polygamy (which is more
common among Hindus and Buddhists than Muslims) and gave new rights to
women in terms of divorce, inheritance, and property.

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/685111/?__cf_chl_jschl_tk__=ee277fadb2c9d1d7d8e4d588474b7d594b696917-1608757130-0-AX573a0DsAGeqSXT0UImi8DBCzfbvFVvl1pdS51fU3zvD_-ox-_9M-fQJrtATtjv_QcG8yRhBrApMDtgfG-p3zhsTuW6k6BsEHeSlCMLiv-3Ddqzf66LI-ug_LMKyGAxrcaLp6tENCYfP3NIb447Ddzg16sarjE18zvKu0gCOC0PFX6Jxu18fsfLScbatQXg-yyq5Ymzve86K83tuSiMIZg5cFIBWGqlPpuJBrtr7Tq1LurlTyLnfrf7h8O2Ut_6WYJ-qFj7twdB07LeKsOEGCZZ-VOC0dK5X-N24Ub0v2E87tjaAOMsZLpd2Gqt1p-DPpdmBhgfqM5cUXFmUFUsPUX7tVgb-15LQx_CByUSNBGD9txJ23r-0g5Eqz6jVWKZ_w
https://scroll.in/article/669083/muslim-women-and-the-surprising-facts-about-polygamy-in-india
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Muslim women, however, remained beholden to British-era 1937 Shariat Law
Act, one that offered them few protections and allowed men to marry up to
four wives. Though Muslim members of Congress argued that rewriting it
would be tampering with Islamic law, the act was abnormally conservative,
allowing actions that had been banned or restricted in many Muslim
countries. The practice of triple talaq, for instance, where a man can legally
divorce his wife by merely uttering the word “talaq” three times, was illegal in
nations like Saudi Arabia, Iran, and Pakistan. But it remained legal in India
until 2019. 

“Nehru’s view was that the greatest threats facing an independent India after
independence, and after Partition, was the challenge of communalism and
especially majoritarian Hindu communalism,” said Nellis. Hindu extremism,
Nehru believed, could disguise itself as nationalism and endanger the
democracy and its minorities, while Muslim extremism was a lesser threat.
Nehru’s policy of focusing on reforming Hindu rather than Muslim orthodoxy
lessened minority discrimination, but it left many Hindus feeling resentful,
and Muslim progressives unable to fight for reform. 

Part II: The Gandhi Family

“I see a mythological apparition approaching, the Black Angel, except that as it
nears me its face is green its eyes are black, a centre-parting in its hair, on the
left green and on the right black, its eyes the eyes of Widows.” -Salman Rushdie
on Indira Gandhi in Midnight’s Children

http://www.bareactslive.com/ACA/ACT053.HTM#5
https://scroll.in/article/873813/as-supreme-court-decides-on-banning-polygamy-a-look-at-how-muslim-countries-deal-with-the-practice
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/india-s-muslim-neighbours-among-23-countries-that-have-banned-triple-talaq/story-J8b9HkOCwdMAIWyscwxZMK.html#:~:text=In%20Afghanistan%2C%20divorce%20through%20three,one%20sitting%20is%20considered%20invalid.&text=India's%20neighbours%20Pakistan%2C%20Bangladesh%20and,countries%20have%20banned%20the%20practice.
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Jawaharlal Nehru with Indira, Rajiv and Sanjay Gandhi at Teen Murti House (Wikimedia)
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On January 11, 1966, the second prime minister of India died under mysterious
circumstances, at age 61. Lal Bahadur Shastri had gone to Tashkent to
negotiate the peace treaty for the 1965 Indo-Pakistan War, but he never came
back alive. While rumors swirled about who exactly wanted to kill the prime
minister — a former C.I.A. operative would later claim it was the U.S. — the
Congress “Kingmaker” K. Kamaraj was considering a substitute, someone he and
other party bosses could easily control. Widely credited for being the person to
give Shastri the role of prime minister in the first place, Kamaraj opted for
Indira Gandhi, Nehru’s 49-year-old daughter and widow of freedom fighter
Feroze Gandhi. She’d occupied a number of political positions but didn’t have
the reputation of a major power player. Indira, Kamaraj thought, would be the
perfect puppet. (In 1999, Russian President Boris Yeltsin would appoint Vladimir
Putin for the same reason.) 

Far from being a ‘goongi goodiya,’ or dumb doll, Indira centralized power to an
unprecedented level, and ruled for almost 15 years. Filling her cabinet with a
gaggle of yesmen, she nationalized the banks, abolished the privy purse
payments made to India’s former royals, and, when the Congress Party expelled
her for insubordination, formed a new party, Congress (R.). A populist rather
than an ideologue, she formed her policies around power. While exclaiming
“garibi hatao!” (“end poverty!”), she exploited India’s socialist framework to give
lucrative government contracts to her unemployed son, Sanjay. 

https://www.amazon.in/Conversations-Crow-Gregory-Douglas-ebook/dp/B00GHMAQ5E
https://books.google.com/books/about/Kremlin_Rising.html?id=suFoAAAAMAAJ
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Prime Minister Nehru and his daughter Indira Gandhi touring Disneyland, 1961 (Los Angeles Times photographic archive at the
UCLA Library)

Indira is India and India Indira became the motto of the prime minister’s
many loyalists. Indira was capable of strong leadership, particularly during the
War of Bangladeshi Independence in 1971, but incapable of separating the
interests of the nation from her own. When Jayaprakash Narayan, a Gandhian
friend of her father’s, launched an anti-corruption campaign throughout India,
Indira declared a national emergency, suspending democratic rights for 21
months. Sanjay, who already enjoyed the profits from his Maruti car company,
now had political power; he ran the forced sterilization program and land

https://magazine.outlookindia.com/story/indira-is-indiaindia-is-indira-jps-crusade/204064
https://www.thequint.com/explainers/sanjay-gandhi-indira-india-crown-prince-explainer
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now had political power; he ran the forced sterilization program and land
seizures that made the Emergency especially infamous.  
The precursor to today’s BJP, the Janata Party, was elected into a national
government in 1977 to clean up the mess made by Congress’s Emergency. Janata
formed a messy coalition and, despite constant infighting, managed to mend
the mangled Constitution by replacing certain provisions Indira had added and
making future emergencies more difficult to declare. When Indira was
reelected as prime minister seven years later, Congress had weakened
significantly. Due to her inability to tolerate dissent, politicians had fled to
caste-based or regional parties, and Hindu nationalism had gained ground. She
began peddling a form of “soft Hindutva” to the electorate, working with the
rightwing VHP to build the Bharat Mata temple in Haridwar, while
simultaneously kowtowing to minority extremists, like Sikh Khalistani
separatists Jarnali Singh Bhindranwale. 

“The Congress was neither here nor there,” said Suryanarayan. “Are you a
secularist party, or are you a party also playing soft Hindutva? In the public
imagination, they were trying to have it all.” Indira’s heritage and charisma
were enough to hold power until her assassination in1984. The separatists she
once supported had seized control of Amritsar’s Golden Temple, forcing her to
order the army to invade the space, especially sacred for Sikhs. Murdered by
her Sikh bodyguards in retaliation, Indira could no longer rule India. But she
could still rule Rajiv. 

Part III: Unappeased Minorities

“If my mother gets help from it, then I will enter politics.” -Rajiv Gandhi

https://www.thequint.com/explainers/sanjay-gandhi-indira-india-crown-prince-explainer
https://books.google.com/books?id=I_jh4VBi_HYC&pg=PAPA543#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Mother
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Politics
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Painting from the Rajiv Gandhi series, exhibited at National Gallery of Modern Art (Sanjay Bhattacharyya)
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Rajiv, the reluctant heir-to-the-throne — who was Indira’s only living son after
Sanjay died in a plane crash — rose to power on the tide of outrage against the
Sikh community. All across north India, Congress politicians led the 1984 anti-
Sikh pogroms to avenge the death of their matriarch, providing rioters with
voter lists to aid their campaign to slaughter, torture, and rape thousands of
Sikhs. When asked to comment on the violence, Rajiv made his infamous
response: “When a big tree falls, the earth shakes.” (Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, when asked to comment about the 2002 Gujarat pogroms when he was
the state’s Chief Minister would say something similar, likening the organized
violence to the accidental death of a puppy that gets caught beneath a car
wheel.)

Rajiv’s seven years in politics would define Congress as the party of “pseudo-
secularism,” both at the local and national level. “The term was popularized by
L.K. Advani to demean Congress’s style of rousing votes, or ‘vote bank politics,’”
said Nellis. BJP politician Madhav Singh Solanki described this tactic as the
“KHAM” style — a coalition of Kshatriyas, Harijans (Dalits), Adivasis (indigenous
tribes), and Muslims — and used it to take back the state of Gujarat. At the
local level, therefore, oppositional parties began out-competing Congress, and
at the national level, Rajiv was making some crucial mistakes. 

The case of Shah Bano, most notably, solidified Congress’s association with
“appeasement politics.” Bano, the 75-year-old wife of a wealthy attorney in
Indore, was the latest victim of the 1937 Shariat Law. She had gone to court
when her husband refused to give her a small stipend after he’d cast her aside
for a younger wife. The court had ruled in her favor, so her husband had
responded with a triple talaq, claiming that the divorce released him from any
obligation to the wife who’d borne him five children and had lived with him
for 43 years.

While certain Muslim fundamentalists cried that the court ruling was a breach
of their rights and of Sharia law, many Indians saw the judgment as long
overdue. The Supreme Court certainly thought so, and upheld Bano’s claim,

https://www.dnaindia.com/india/report-when-a-big-tree-falls-the-earth-shakes-how-rajiv-gandhi-justified-1984-anti-sikh-riots-2697259
http://blogs.reuters.com/india/2013/07/12/interview-with-bjp-leader-narendra-modi/
http://www.inquiriesjournal.com/articles/1061/the-shah-bano-controversy-a-case-study-of-individual-rights-religious-tolerance-and-the-role-of-the-secular-state
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using the ruling as a chance to publicly state the need to resolve Article 44, and

create a uniform civil code. Fundamentalists were outraged, and Bano was
harassed so badly that she affixed her thumbprint to a denouncement of the
ruling. Progressive Congress members like Arif Mohammed Khan, however, 
applauded the decision and argued for its Quranic validity. 

Rajiv caved, and he caved hard. His eye was on the upcoming election, and the
Supreme Court’s ruling was overturned. Arif Mohammed Khan resigned in
disgust, claiming that India would be the only country in the world to deny
Muslim women financial maintenance. To placate Hindus, Rajiv ordered the
adaptation of a Ramayan TV show, and reopened the Ram shrine that lay
within Babri Masjid in Ayodhya, the shrine his grandfather had closed in order
to prevent communal violence.

“Our party is for the building of the temple to Lord Ram,” he said in a
statement to the Supreme Court. “We should, if possible, work towards an
amicable settlement which, while upholding the principles of secularism,
enables the construction of the temple to start, with the approval and support
of all concerned.”

http://bharatkalyan97.blogspot.com/2012/04/ayodhyas-three-history-debates-koenraad.html
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The demolition of the Babri Masjid on 6 December 1992 led b members of the Vish a Hind Parishad (Wikimedia)
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The demolition of the Babri Masjid on 6 December 1992, led by members of the Vishva Hindu Parishad (Wikimedia).

It was the ‘Mata Bharat’ temple all over again, only this time, it backfired.
Ayodhya would become a disaster for Congress, and for Hindu-Muslim
relations. Even Rajiv’s death in 1991 at the hands of a member of the Tamil
Tigers — who he’d vowed to eliminate if reelected — would not be enough to
shut Pandora’s box. The issue of “Ram Janmabhoomi” became a point of
political posturing for both the BJP and the Congress, culminating in the
destruction of the Babri Masjid in 1992 and riots all across India. Muslims, the
minority, would die in greater numbers, but people of all communities were
murdered, tortured, and raped. As revenge, jihadi terrorists — some of whom
had been protected by Congress politicians for their useful money-laundering
abilities — launched a series of bombings that would kill hundreds, injure
thousands, and embitter India all the more against its neighbor, Pakistan. 

With the Bhopal gas disaster, the anti-Sikh pogroms, the Babri Masjid riots, and
the terrorist attacks, Rajiv ruled Congress during the bloodiest period of India’s
history since Partition. His death, meanwhile, would leave behind another too-
powerful widow and too-unwilling son. 

Part IV: Corruption

“[The Delhi elites] pretended that their support for Sonia was because of their
‘secular’ and ‘socialist’ convictions. But… I knew it was really because the
Dynasty represented for them a vindication of their class and confirmation
that the people of that India that lay beyond their tiny, elite, English-speaking
world was as certain as they were that India was ruled best when it was ruled
by its natural-born ruling class.” -Tavleen Singh, India’s Broken Tryst 

It was a strange twist of fate that turned an Italian waitress into the empress of
the world’s largest democracy.  An aspiring flight attendant from the small
town of Orbassano, Italy, Sonia met Rajiv Gandhi at a restaurant while
attending an English language school in Cambridge, England. Like her
husband, Sonia had no taste for politics, but as Congress grew weaker and
caste-based and regional parties grew in strength, Sonia either was persuaded,

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-south-asia-11436552
https://www.opindia.com/2019/09/ncp-chief-sharad-pawar-had-close-ties-with-d-company-head-dawood-ibrahim-ex-raw-officer-nk-sood/
https://www.thejuggernaut.com/bhopal-gas-disaster
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india/when-rajiv-met-sonia/story-qkXJtaa6tvkm49nZhpfdzM.html
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or developed, the taste for her role.

“I imagine she felt the burden of history, and that she was very ambitious for
her children,” said Suryanarayan. “Those are the typical mechanizations of
somebody who's part of a dynastic family. I also imagine money must play a
role — the party's dependence on the family is as much about financing as
anything else.”

Like her husband, Sonia was at first reluctant, but was persuaded to enter
politics. They say Sonia would have been prime minister had it not been for
her Italian origins; instead, she “anointed” — to borrow the word Barack Obama
used in his memoir — Manmohan Singh, to keep the seat warm for her son,
Rahul. For years the BJP had been held back by the fact that it was the party of
upper-caste Hindus only. But in 2014, with Rahul as its head Congress had been
handed over a third time, to a Brahmin, increasingly wealthy, and increasingly
foreign family (Rahul is infamous for his frequent vacations to Italy.) 

https://books.google.com/books/about/A_Promised_Land.html?id=hvr4DwAAQBAJ
https://www.republicworld.com/india-news/politics/subramanian-swamy-fires-unsparing-pun-on-rahul-gandhis-italy-trip-hints-farmers-let-down.html
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President Dr. A.P.J Abdul Kalam authorizing the Prime Minister designate Dr. Manmohan Singh to form the next Government in
New Delhi on May 19, 2004. Chairperson Congress Parliamentary Party Sonia Gandhi overseeing (Government of India Press Bureau)

Corruption, too, had grown astronomically. Liberalization had opened up an
even wider horizon for lucrative insider dealings, as the government handed
out meaty contracts, and hundreds of billions of dollars vanished into thin
Swiss air. Singh’s reign between 2004 and 2014 is famed for steering India
through liberalization, and steering public funds into party pockets. Coalgate,
2G, and the Commonwealth Scams were the most famous, each accounting for
billions of dollars in disappeared funds.

Hindutva was an abstract and caste-restrictive concept to the electorate.
Corruption, however, was not. The public didn’t fail to notice that billions had
disappeared, and not a single major perpetrator was jailed. This became a
successful talking point for the BJP. In the 2014 elections, Rahul bumbled
through his interviews, failing to stand up for “secularism” or “socialism”; when
asked about Modi’s role in the 2002 anti-Muslim pogroms in Gujarat, he dodged
the question, spouting vague and obviously coached platitudes about “women’s
empowerment” instead. Rahul’s scheduled debut was tarnished not just by
Singh’s failed warm-up, but Rahul’s now-public incompetence.

Six years later, little has changed. During the 2020 Delhi violence, when men
marched through the streets shouting “mullo par tum lath bajao,” “ chamaaro
par tum lath bajao,”  (“beat the Muslims, beat the lower-caste people”) Rahul
stood up and criticized the government. Not for failing to protect its Muslim
citizens, though, but for failing to protect the price of gas. 

https://books.google.com/books/about/The_Billionaire_Raj.html?id=Z2Q_DwAAQBAJ
https://web.archive.org/web/20131104093339/http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/newdelhi/firms-hid-earlier-allocations-to-get-new-blocks-says-cbi/article1-925788.aspx
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-30140856
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-17919906
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xB_eWW5ttaM&t=363s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xB_eWW5ttaM&t=363s
https://www.thejuggernaut.com/fake-news-real-blood
https://caravanmagazine.in/politics/the-bjp-and-delhi-police-hand-in-the-delhi-violence
https://twitter.com/RahulGandhi/status/1237615604040781829
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Rahul Gandhi campaigning for Lok Sabha elections in 2014 (Wikimedia)

Part V: The BJP

“I do not know the meaning of the secularism…There was a time when people
were talking about the secularism they were talking about religious harmony…
Then it meant lip [service] to the minorities… Then, secularism meant
appeasement of the minorities…Then it focused only on the Muslim vote…Then
the secularism changed the color: Then ‘hate Hindu’ meant secularism.” -
Narendra Modi, 2008 speech

On July 26, 2019, India finally banned triple talaq. The bill, passed by the BJP,
illegalized the practice, and entitled Muslim women and their children to
financial maintenance. Arif Mohammad Khan, who’d resigned from Congress
after Rajiv had caved to conservative interests, thanked Narendra Modi, and
was assigned a post as a governor. The Congress and all its allies, meanwhile, all

https://thediplomat.com/2014/06/a-clear-and-present-danger-to-indias-secularism/
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opposed the bill. 

Since entering office in 2014, Modi and his BJP government have gone to great
lengths to convince voters they are the polar opposite of the Congress Party. 
The BJP ran an anti-corruption platform, though after a dip when the BJP first
took office, corruption levels are beginning once more to rise. While Congress
made an exception for Muslims in their personal law codes, the BJP did the
same for their Citizenship Amendment Act, which quickened the path to
citizenship for religious refugees from all but the Muslim community. There
are murmurs that the Supreme Court will order the removal of “socialist” and
“secular” from the Constitution. And it's far from a coincidence that BJP leaders
like Modi, Yogi Adityanath, Sarbananda Sonowal, and Manohar Lal Khattar are
all childless bachelors — there is no fear of nepotism.

“Your money is safe with me,” Modi told voters in 2012, “because I have no son,
no daughter, no brother, no sister.” And no unemployed offspring to begin a
new dynasty. 

“Modi has been an absolute godsend to the BJP, and that he sort of, he fixes
many of the deep challenges that Hindu nationalism always had,” said Nellis.
“He is OBC [although it’s complicated], he comes from this modest background
and as seen as this very pure, very puritanical, non-corrupt figure.” Even critics
of Modi say that he’s an excellent speaker, certainly in comparison to the
bumbling Rahul. 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/panosmourdoukoutas/2019/01/31/corruption-is-still-thriving-in-modis-india/?sh=6131614274be
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Prime Minister, Narendra Modi praying in Ayodhya on August 05, 2020 (Press Information Bureau, Prime Minister's Office, India).

“Congress does not have a good mechanism of finding, retaining, and
advancing talent within the party,” said Suryanarayan. In fact, the party has
actively quashed it. “It's hampered by top-down dynastic way of thinking.” The
BJP, says Suranarayan, is excellent at local campaigning, at finding out what
constituents want at the regional level. “Now, most upper-castes vote for the
BJP, most of urban India now votes for the BJP,  and the increasingly wealthy
and more mobile middle classes [are] also supporting the BJP because they're
enamored by its combination of muscular Hindutva and promise of economic
development.” The only real Congress supporters left are Muslims, simply
because they have nowhere else to go. 

Right now, Congress is a chicken with its head cut off. While some senior
leaders within the party wrote a letter begging Sonia to resign as president

https://www.ndtv.com/india-news/over-20-top-congress-leaders-write-to-sonia-gandhi-over-leadership-crisis-2283866
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leaders within the party wrote a letter begging Sonia to resign as president,
many others pleaded that the Gandhi family hold on tight. The old guard has

been quashing talent for so long that it’s unclear who can take over. Rahul
Gandhi, the reluctant inheritor of a dynasty, without vision or courage? His
sister, Priyanka Gandhi Vadra, yet another diluted heir? Mamata Banerjee, a
holdout against the BJP in West Bengal, who settles elections with her street
goons? Arvind Kejriwal of the Aam Aadmi Party, who refused to call out the
police complicity while bhakts murdered men in the streets of Delhi?  Uddhav
Thackeray of the Shiv Sena, whose party was killing Muslims decades ago? Most
regional leaders stick to their own zones of influence. The most powerful
opposition the BJP has at a national level remains Sonia Gandhi, the aging
widow of a dead heir. 

Darling of the intelligentsia Shashi Tharoor was one of the Congress politicians
to sign the letter begging for Sonia to resign. Soon after he tweeted a quote
from Jawaharlal Nehru: “"Without passion and urge, there is a gradual oozing
out of hope and vitality, a settling down on lower levels of existence, a slow
merging into non-existence. We have become prisoners of the past...’” 

With options like these, is the Indian electorate deliberately choosing
Hindutva? Or do they have a choice at all?

Michaela Stone Cross is a staff writer at The Juggernaut.
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